
First Grade Language Arts/Writing Vocabulary

author
beginning
capital
declarative
edit
end
exclamation mark
exclamatory
first draft
imperative
interrogative
letter
lower case
middle
paragraph
period
publish
punctuation
question mark
revise
sentence
sentence structure
upper case



Second Grade English/Language Arts Vocabulary

noun
verb
adjective
pronoun      
proper noun
adverb
prepositions      
draft
poems
rhyming word
capital letter
declarative
interrogative
antonyms
compound word
vowel
syllable
consonants
contraction
prefix
suffix
apostrophe
poetry
abbreviation

lli ttspelling pattern
possessive past tense 
present tense verb
parts of a letter 
greeting
heading
body 
closing
base word
root word
definition
author 
illustrator
illustrations
purpose



Second Grade Writing Vocabulary

information

draft
research
revise
edit
publish
organize
beginning
middle
end
poem
letter
handwriting
capitalization
persuasive parts of speech

Second Grade Listening/Speaking Vocabulary

audience
drama
attentive
information
topic
intonation



Third Grade Language Arts Vocabulary

abbreviation idiom
adjective imperative
adverb indent
analyze initial
antonym interrogative
apostrophe irregular noun
article irregular verb
beginning legibility
biography manuscript
capitalization middle
collaborative narrative
comma non-fiction
command onomatopoeia
communicate outline
conjunction paragraph
consonants patterns
contraction penmanship
create period
cursive persuade
declarative plural noun
develop poem
dialogue possessive noun
dictionary prefix
draft preposition

ditedit iti l hprepositional phrase
elaborate pronoun
end proofread
evaluate proper noun
exclamation mark publish
explanatory punctuation
expository purpose
fact question
fantasy quotation
fiction reference
fragment research
generate revise
grammar rhyme
haiku riddle
helping verb run-on sentence
homonym sentence
homophone singular noun
hyperbole suffix



Third Grade Language Arts Vocabulary

syllable
synonym
text
titles
thesaurus
topic
usage
verb
vowels



Fourth Grade English/Writing Vocabulary

brainstorm
prewrite
rough draft
edit
revise
final draft
rubric
common noun
composition
conclusion
conjunction
direct quote
dialogue
expository
narrative
proper noun
fragment
friendly letter
interjection
peer
simile
metaphor
possessive
preposition

tprompt
pronoun
proofread
subject/verb agreement
run-on
onomatopoeia 
idioms
metaphors
elaboration 



Fifth Grade English/Writing Vocabulary

act flattery
action verb fluent
adjectives fragments
adverb generalization
analogy genre
analyze historical fiction
antonyms homograph
apply homophone
articulate hyphens
audiences illustrator
author influence
author’s perspective inform
autobiography informational text
biography interpret
brainstorm irregular verb
cause & effect limericks
characteristics linking verb
chronology literal
classic main idea
comparative metaphor
conflicts motivations
consonant myths
contemporary nouns
context clue opinion

t ticontractions iorganize
correspond paraphrase
culture parts of speech
dialogue persuasive
diction phrases & clauses
dramatic performance pitch
drawing conclusions plays
editing playwright
elaboration plurals
enactment poetry
entertain point of view
evaluate predicates
evidence prefixes
examples prepositions
express problem resolution
fables promise
fact & opinion publish
figurative language punctuation



Fifth Grade English/Writing Vocabulary

rate
region
relationships
relevant
research
review
root word
rough draft
scene
sequencing
setting
simile
singular
spectacular
stage
story plot
suffixes
summarization
summarize
superlative
supporting details
synonyms
tall tales
theatre
titltitle
tone
tradition
traits
verbs
verifiable
volume
word meaning



Sixth Grade English/Writing Vocabulary

act electronic texts
adjective entertain
adverb evaluate
alliteration express
analogies eternal conflict
anthologies fable
antonyms fact
author’s purpose figurative language
autobiographies filmmakers
biography flashback
brainstorming foreshadowing
categorize generalizations
cause-effect genres
character graphic organizer
chronologically historical fiction
chronology homonyms
classic humorous
climax hyphens
colon ideas
comparative identify
compare idioms
compare/contrast illustrators
complex inductively
compound inferences

l i i flconclusions influence
conflicts inform
conjunction informational texts
connotative interjection
contemporary internal conflict
context clues interpretative
contrast irony
cultures issues
deductively labels
denotative limericks
dependent clauses literal
detail main idea
dialect manuals
dialogue metaphor
difference mood
documentary motivations
draw conclusions myth
edit narrative



Sixth Grade English/Writing Vocabulary

newspaper simile
noun stage
novels stories
open-ended style
opinion summarize
oral traditions superlative
organization suspense
organize symbolism
outline synonyms
paraphrase synthesize
passive tall tales
personification technology
perspective textbooks
persuade theater
pitch theme
plays thesaurus
playwright timeline
plot tone
poetry traits
point of view transitions
political cartoonist treatment
possessives verb 
predict volume
preposition

bl l tiproblem resolution
proofread.
pronoun
propaganda
quotation mark
rate
recall
regions
relationships
root words
revise
sayings
scene
scope
semicolons
sequence
setting
similarity



Seventh Grade English TEKS‐Based Vocabulary

purpose details
genre extraneous information
setting synthesize
sensory details sentence structures
characters rhetorical devices
style transitions
tone rhyme paragraphs
figurative language opinion
personification expository
idioms essay
hyperbole clear thesis
word position position
personal narrative verbs
expository perfect tense of verbs
introduction progressive tense of verbs
plan participles
draft appositive phrases
edit adverbial phrase
compose adverbial clause
publish adjectival phrase
genre adjectival clause
audience conjunctive adverbs
sequence of events prepositions
cause-effect prepositional phrases

t tcompare-contrast bj t tsubject-ver agreement
focused relative pronouns
organized subordinating conjunctions 
precise word complex sentences
choice subordinate clauses
vivid images independent clauses
consistent modifiers
point of view pronouns
simple sentence antecedents
compound sentence consistent tenses
complex sentence conventions
internal capitalization
external comma
coherence phrases
effective clauses
transitions semicolon
conclusion colon
facts hyphen



Seventh Grade English TEKS‐Based Vocabulary

bibliography
format
paraphrase
quotations
word choice
tone  



 8th Grade Language Arts Vocabulary

sentence
independent clause
dependent clause
subordinate clause
declarative sentence
imperative sentence
interrogative sentence
exclamatory sentence
compound sentence
complex sentence
compound-complex sentence
loose or cumulative sentence
periodic sentence
syntax
repetition
anaphora
epistrophe
rhetoric
rhetorical question
rhetorical fragment
phrase
prepositional phrase
infinitive phrase
appositive phrase

ti i i l hparticipial phrase
gerund
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